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Automotive sector producers make substantial use of 
transport trains, called milk runs, for internal transport. 
These milk runs consist of pallet bases with four caster 
wheels. Until now, it has not been possible to move these 
trolleys in a safe and rapid manner. The development of our 
RZ (Routenzüg) machine has caused a change here.

Internet sales are rising by the day. By contrast, the 
orders themselves are constantly reducing in size. The 
option of fully automated order picking is consequently 
also reduced. Movexx has placed on the market two 
platform machines and an M-Runner especially for this 
development. Platform machines make staff very flexible. 
He or she does not need to walk, and getting on and off 
is very simple. The M-Runner also provides for several 
orders to be collected simultaneously.

The waste sector is under intense cost pressure. Along with 
our client Gansewinkel, we went in search of a solution to 
collecting commercial and industrial waste with one instead 
of two staff. This became the one2move machine, which 
can be attached behind the collecting vehicle or placed in a 
storage box at the side of the truck. Together with remote 
control by radio, this is the solution to reducing staff and 
saving costs.

Gaps and seams in machinery are fatal for the 
pharmaceutical industry in particular. For that reason, 
Movexx has developed a series of Clean Room machines 
completely made of stainless steel. The laser welding 
technology ensures that dirt and bacteria have no chance 
of accumulating. 

Nowhere are luggage and goods dragged around more 
than at international airports. Movexx has come up with 
several solutions to allow this process to take place as 
easily and efficiently as possible. The T1000 and T2500 
platform machines have been equipped with remote radio 
control, so that the work can be carried out with one 
instead of two or three staff.

A healthy and ergonomic work environment is of vital 
importance in hospitals and care homes. There is heavy 
physical labour, for instance in moving hospital beds. 
Movexx has developed a simple ‘bed mover’ by means of 
which a large number of bed types can be moved. This 
helps to lighten the load, to reduce the number of staff and 
to cut costs. Working more efficiently as a result.
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